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ABSTRACT: Forensic entomologists use blow fly development to estimate a postmortem interval. Although accurate, fly age estimates can be
imprecise for older developmental stages and no standard means of assigning confidence intervals exists. Presented here is a method for modeling
growth of the forensically important blow fly Lucilia sericata, using generalized additive models (GAMs). Eighteen GAMs were created to predict
the extent of juvenile fly development, encompassing developmental stage, length, weight, strain, and temperature data, collected from 2559 individuals. All measures were informative, explaining up to 92.6% of the deviance in the data, though strain and temperature exerted negligible influences.
Predictions made with an independent data set allowed for a subsequent examination of error. Estimates using length and developmental stage were
within 5% of true development percent during the feeding portion of the larval life cycle, while predictions for postfeeding third instars were less precise, but within expected error.
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Daubert, et al. v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals (509 U.S. 579
[1993]) was a pivotal ruling for forensic scientists, in which the
U.S. Supreme Court declared that the Federal Rules of Evidence
(particularly Rule 702), and not Frye (Frye v. U.S.A. (293 F. 1013,
1014, D.C. Cir. [1923]), were the standard for scientific evidence
and expert testimony. In doing so, the High Court placed the burden of assessing the validity—and thus admissibility—of scientific
evidence on the trial judge, based on five main criteria: Has the
technique in question been tested; do standard operating procedures
(SOPs) exist for the technique; has the technique been subjected to
peer review and publication in the appropriate literature; is the
technique widely accepted by the relevant scientific community;
and finally, what is the known or potential error rate of the technique? DNA-based evidence has set the ‘‘gold standard’’ for meeting Daubert requirements, largely satisfying all of them. In
contrast, many of the forensic sciences and resultant expert testimony are based on practitioners’ training and experience, often
with little consideration for SOPs, method testing, potential error
rates, or publication, even when the technique is generally accepted.
As an example, the National Institute of Justice recently posted a
solicitation for the study of fingerprints ⁄ friction ridges, although
certainly this method of identification is extremely well established.
Other areas of forensic science fare far worse (1).
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Forensic entomology falls between these extremes. The predictable growth of carrion-feeding flies has long been used to estimate
the time a body has been exposed to insects, and thus to estimate a
postmortem interval (PMI). Using larval size and developmental
stage to approximate age is well supported by research and observations in developmental biology, and this forensic technique is
widely described in the scientific literature (e.g., 2,3). Likewise,
countless legal rulings have assured its admissibility, just as countless juries have been guided by entomological testimony. However,
scientists have reported different growth rates for immature flies
(2–6) and court qualified experts have come to incongruent conclusions about a PMI based on the same entomological evidence,
depending on which growth data were utilized (e.g., California v.
Westerfield, CD 165805 [2002]). This problem stems, at least in
part, from a general failure to develop SOPs, and also from not
fully considering the amount of variation present in larval growth
(or more precisely, to account for error rates inherent in estimates
of larval age), two of the major tenets of Daubert. The difficulty in
estimating error is exacerbated by the fact that blow flies grow in a
nonlinear fashion and have variable size distributions at different
ages, unequally affecting age estimates of developmental stages (7).
The research presented here was designed to investigate the variability that occurs in larval and pupal growth of blow flies in order to
discern which of a suite of variables have the largest influence on
estimating age, and to explore the possibility of placing confidence
intervals around juvenile age estimates. Using three regional strains
of the blow fly Lucilia sericata (Diptera: Calliphoridae) (Meigen),
collected in California (CA), Michigan (MI), and West Virginia
(WV), a data set containing linear (developmental stage, strain, rearing temperature) and nonlinear (length and weight) measures was
established. Generalized additive models (GAMs) were developed
taking these variables into account, examining the level to which
each influenced ⁄ predicted the percent of immature fly development
(8,9). Similar GAMs have already been used to assess the effects of
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cadmium on the growth of L. sericata cohorts (10), and were
assessed here for their potential use as tools in predicting blow fly
development percent. The utility of a model was then tested on an
independent data set (larvae reared on rat carcasses), focusing on
developmental stage and length. GAM predictions of larval development percent were plotted against true age to assess the error of the
predictions and to define confidence intervals for these estimates.
Materials and Methods
Species Identification
Wild L. sericata were collected in CA, MI, and WV, from the
UC Davis campus in June of 2005, the Michigan State University
campus starting in May 2005 (which were provisioned with new
flies occasionally throughout the summer), and from the West Virginia University campus in August of 2005. Adult individuals from
each strain were identified by key (11,12), with independent confirmations, and through mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase 1 gene
sequencing (13).
Growth Experiments
Cohorts of flies were raised in a round robin design, in which CA
and MI were reared in one block, followed by CA and WV, and WV
and MI, between September 1, 2005 and October 24, 2005. Flies ranged from two to five generations removed from their natural population. Cohorts were initiated by placing fresh liver into the cages of
adult flies, which was checked regularly for eggs. When oviposition
occurred, the time was recorded and meat and eggs were removed
1 h later. Cohorts were placed in either 20 € 0.5C or 33.5 € 1.8C
incubators under a 12:12-h light cycle at 25 € 5% relative humidity.
Incubator temperature fluctuation was noted using a HOBO data logger (Onset Computer, Bourne, MA). Eggs were transferred to fresh
liver, which was placed on a moist paper towel in 1-L jars, covered
with a breathable fabric lid, based on rearing conditions previously
found to best mimic those on carrion (13). Cohorts were given fresh
liver daily until postfeeding third instars were observed, at which
point 250 individuals (33.5C treatments) and 375 individuals (20C
treatments) were transferred in batches of 125- to 1-L jars containing
500 mL of fresh sand as a pupation substrate.
Length and weight of 2559 larvae ⁄ pupae were recorded, starting
c. 24 h after eggs were laid. Length was measured with a ruler
based on the furthest extension of a larva to the nearest 0.5 mm.
Wet weight of live individuals was measured on a Cahn 27 Automatic Electrobalance (Cahn Instruments, Cerritos, CA) to the closest 1 ⁄ 100 mg. Developmental stage was assessed by observing
feeding larvae microscopically, by visible crop length and migrating behavior for postfeeding larvae, and puparium formation for
pupae. Ten larvae were removed from a cohort and measured ⁄ weighed, twice daily (in the morning and late afternoon).
Ten pupae were collected once daily and measured ⁄ weighed; five
individuals were collected if less than 10 were available.
Earlier research showed that the destructive sampling of pupae
delayed the appearance of adults (13). To account for this, pupal
age was calibrated to the day of pupation. This means that pupal
samples were assessed in groups that pupated within 24 h of each
other (i.e., 0–1, 1–2, 2–3, etc. -day-old puparia) with the minimum
development time for pupation being the minimum development
time for any individual within a collective group of pupae.
Forensic entomologists generally assess fly growth progression
using a measure of relative age, allowing them to take into account
the substantial influence of temperature on development. Given that
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multiple variables had the potential to affect immature fly growth
rates in the current research, including understood (e.g., temperature) and questioned (e.g., fly strain) factors, a method that would
allow growth progression to be compared directly among all flies
was required. Development percent, or the relative (developmental)
age of an individual, was used to assess the extent to which a fly
had progressed towards maturation (eclosion). This measure, often
used for relative developmental comparisons (e.g., 6,14,15), permitted individuals at all points in development to be compared, which
would be impossible if, for instance, temperature and fly strain varied in their influence on growth. Development percent was calculated by determining the age in hours of an individual, then
dividing the age by the minimum total development time of that
experimental replicate. As an example, if an individual was sampled 100 h after oviposition and the minimum development time
for the replicate was 285 h, then the individual was considered
35% developed.
The laboratory growth of larvae on rats has been described previously (13) and differed from the measured cohorts primarily in
food source and temperature (25C). Three cohorts of Michigan
L. sericata larvae were reared on rat carcasses, and the developmental stage and length of 12 individuals were recorded daily from
each cohort through the first day that puparia were observed. These
data were used to predict age. The ethical guidelines of the Michigan State University Laboratory Animal Resources unit were followed, adhering to IACUC requirements.
Statistical Analyses
GAMs were developed using the mgcv library in the R statistical
package (16). The models use likelihood statistics to predict a value
(e.g., age) based on various input data. GAMs relate nonlinear data
such as fly length and weight to the predicted value (e.g., development percent) using smoothed, nonlinear mathematical functions
(8–10). In this manner, the relationship of two nonlinear variables
to each other can also be included in GAMs (9), so a length-byweight term was also evaluated. Distributions must be applied to
the functions used to make predictions in a GAM, which is performed through a link function. Based on the results of residual
plots produced for the models, a gamma distribution (instead of a
normal distribution) with a log-link function was most appropriate
for the models evaluated. More detailed information on GAM can
be found in Refs. (8–10,17).
Models generated several statistics. For linear models, the statistic
used to explain how closely data match a model is R2; as length and
weight data are nonlinear, the apposite statistic for GAMs is the percent deviance explained (9). Degrees of freedom or estimated
degrees of freedom (a nonlinear equivalent) were determined, as was
a p-value, which was based on the likelihood of a variable being predictive of age. p-values in GAMs are considered estimates because
likelihood statistics do not yield actual p-values, but do provide
values that are similar and can be used to estimate the more familiar
statistic. These estimates can vary by up to two times the actual
p-value (9), thus terms were not considered significant unless
p-values were <0.025. Additionally, multiple variables were included
in some models, requiring a Bonferroni correction that resulted in a
significance threshold of p < 0.0042. Given the inherent inaccuracy
of estimated p-values, they were only used to identify informative
terms or terms that were candidates for removal from a model owing
to intermediate or nonsignificant p-values. The inclusion or removal
of a term, however, was ultimately decided by the statistic used to
compare models: the generalized cross-validation (GCV) score,
which is an information criterion that is lower for better models (9).
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Six terms were used to develop models: fly developmental stage,
length, weight, length-by-weight, strain, and temperature. Stage,
strain, and temperature were considered linear variables, and length,
weight, and the two plotted against each other were nonlinear. This
resulted in 63 possible models, hence only a subset is presented
here. The first six models examined each variable by itself, while
the remaining 12 combined variables to assess improvements
gained (as measured by a decrease in GCV) from including specific
terms. Developmental stage was considered the primary variable,
as all forensic entomologists include this in PMI predictions. Body
size is also often incorporated into PMI estimates, thus length and
weight were added to several models, as well as being examined in
combination. Next, the influences of strain and temperature were
tested through inclusion with the more familiar variables (stage,
length, weight). Similarly, as length-by-weight is a somewhat novel
measure, it was evaluated in combination with the three standard
variables, and then with all variables.
Each model also provided estimates of error based on plots of
true (response) versus predicted (fitted) values for data used to construct the model. For simplicity’s sake this will be referred to as
the Y = X line, or Y (predicted age) = X (true age). The most precise models have all predicted values clustered close to the Y = X
line, with no gaps in the line, given that flies were examined continuously throughout development. A gap in predictions results in
inaccuracy because an individual of an age found in a gap will be
identified as either older or younger than it actually is.
Finally, a GAM incorporating the standard variables used to age
flies in forensic entomological enquiries, developmental stage and
length (2–4,6), was tested against an independently derived data
set. The model-based predictions of larval development percent for
three previously collected fly cohorts raised on rats were plotted
against their true development, comparing them to the predicted
95% confidence intervals for the model (precision) and the Y = X
line (accuracy). Confidence intervals were superimposed over the
predictions made for rat cohorts (using the quantreg library in R)
by plotting locally weighted sum of squares curves through the
97.5th and 2.5th percentiles.

FIG. 1—The lengths (mm) of 2559 immature Lucilia sericata throughout
immature development (percent of development values are on a 0–1 scale).
Note the tight distribution of sizes during the earlier, linear growth phase
compared to the more variable postfeeding third instar and pupal stages.

distribution of sizes in the feeding stages was much smaller than it
was in postfeeding third instar larvae and pupae. Minimum and
maximum development percents for each stage of development
were: first instar = 5.5–11.0%; second instar = 7.4–15.4%; feeding
third instar = 12.6–26.0%; postfeeding third instar = 19.1–60.1%;
and pupa = 43.2–100% (Fig. 2).

Results
Species Identification
Flies collected from the three states were identified as L. sericata
based on both visual verification, visual confirmation by an independent entomologist, and cytochrome oxidase 1 sequence data
(accession numbers DQ868503, DQ868523, and DQ868524 for
CA, MI, and WV, respectively). Sequences obtained from the CA,
MI, and WV strains were 428 and 227 nonoverlapping base pairs,
774 continuous base pairs, and 776 continuous base pairs in length,
respectively. BLAST results for the sequences showed the closest
match for all was to L. sericata, with 100% similarity to at least
one other L. sericata sequence. The next closest species match was
L. cuprina with a 98–99% similarity (5–8 base pairs difference).
Immature Development
Figure 1 depicts a plot of fly length against percent juvenile
development. The feeding portion of the life cycle makes up the
initial 25%, and shows a linear increase in length. The postfeeding
third instar, where body size decreases and variation in size
increases, is found from c. 25–50%. The relatively unchanged second half of the plots is the pupal stage. Weight results displayed
the same pattern (data not shown), and both demonstrated that the

FIG. 2—A plot of the distribution of development percents for individuals
at each developmental stage. As development progressed, the proportion of
the life cycle spent in a stage increased. 3rd indicates the feeding portion of
the third instar; 3rdPF indicates the postfeeding stage of the third instar.
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Size was influenced slightly, but significantly, by temperature
and strain. CA individuals tended to be larger than MI, which
were larger than WV (Fig. 3). Differences in size among strains
were not observed during feeding stages, but were observed once
feeding ceased (Fig. 3) as each strain initiated the postfeeding
third instar at different points in development, resulting in variation in average pupal sizes. Also, growth at 20C yielded larger
individuals on average than did growth at 33.5C, presumably
due to a change in the relative rate of development for feeding
larvae (Fig. 3). Size differences caused by both strain and temperature were repeatable, although average differences were well
within the variation observed for size traits (e.g., Fig. 1), resulting
in an overlap of body sizes among all strains and both temperature treatments.
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Assessing Statistical Models
A comparison of all models examined (Table 1) displayed the
utility of GAMs to predict development percent when different
variables were included. Stage was the singlemost informative variable (GCV = 0.045), while length and weight garnered less information (GCV = 0.126 and 0.144, respectively); all were
statistically significant (p < 0.0001). The length-by-weight term
(model 4) provided an intermediate level of information in assessing development (GCV = 0.059). Temperature and strain were not
significant predictors of age by themselves (models 5 and 6;
GCV = 0.358 for both) and only provided useful information
(p < 0.0001 and a decreased GCV) when combined with other
variables (e.g., model 18). Predictions with length and weight

FIG. 3—The lengths and weights of individuals throughout development from the six cohorts. Growth is compared by strain and by temperature. Solid lines
represent the average for all strains or both temperatures. (a) Length (mm) plots for each strain. The largest strain, denoted by the line with short bars and
spaces, was CA, and the smallest strain, designated by the line with short bars separated by dots, was WV. The MI strain was close to the average size and
is represented by the spaced line with long bars and short spaces. Less size variation existed during the feeding portion of the life cycle (when size was
increasing) than in the postfeeding and pupal stages. (b) Length plots comparing growth at 20C versus 33.5C. Growth at 20C is represented by the spaced
line with short bars separated by dots and 33.5C is represented by the line with short bars and long spaces. The higher temperature resulted in a growth
curve that had a steeper slope during the linear growth phase of development; individuals from these treatments peaked in body size proportionally faster
than cooler treatments, which resulted in smaller body sizes as pupae. (c) Weight (mg) plots for each strain. Comparisons among strains were as in (a).
(d) Weight plots for the two temperature treatments, with similar results as in (b).
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TABLE 1—The 18 generalized additive models for predicting development percent assessed in this experiment.

Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Development Percent =
Stage
s(length)
s(weight)
s(length,weight)
Temperature
Strain
Stage + strain
Stage + temperature
Stage + strain + temperature
Stage + s(length)
Stage + s(weight)
s(length) + s(weight)
Stage + s(length) + s(weight)
Stage + s(length) + s(weight)
Stage + s(length) + s(weight)
Stage + s(length) + s(weight)
Stage + s(length) + s(weight)
Stage + s(length) + s(weight)

+
+
+
+
+

s(length,weight)
temperature
strain
temperature + strain
s(length,weight) + temperature + strain

Percent

GCV

89.5
63.3
65.7
86.8
0.022
0.0041
89.5
89.7
89.7
91.2
90.8
85.9
91.6
92
91.8
91.6
92
92.6

0.045
0.126
0.144
0.059
0.358
0.358
0.044
0.044
0.044
0.038
0.04
0.064
0.036
0.035
0.036
0.036
0.036
0.034

s(variable) indicates that a smoothed, nonlinear curve was used in the GAM for this variable. s(length,weight) indicates that a smoothed function of length
plotted against weight was used in the GAM. Development Percent indicates the variables used in each model to predict development percent. Percent indicates the percent deviance explained. GCV, generalized cross-validation score; lower scores are better models for predicting development percent.

yielded similar results to model 4, approaching, but not improving
upon, the explanatory power of stage alone (model 12;
GCV = 0.064). Any model that included stage and at least one
body size measure explained 90.8–92.6% of the deviance in the
data and GCV scores of 0.04–0.034, with the model that included
all variables garnering the highest percent deviance explained and
the lowest GCV.
All models were limited in predicting the ages of postfeeding
third instars and pupae, generating artificially narrow age ranges.
Gaps between stages were most dramatic in model 1 (developmental stage alone), wherein individuals were simply predicted to be
the average age of that stage, although true ages were continuous.
Inclusion of body size improved predictive precision in the early
stages, but not for postfeeding third instars and pupae. As an example, in model 10, which included developmental stage and length,
postfeeding third instars that were 19.1–60.1% developed (Fig. 2)
were given a restricted age range of 30.7–40.3% (95% confidence
intervals in Fig. 4a). The gap between feeding and postfeeding
third instars closed somewhat in more complex models; model 18,
which utilized all available data, showed no gap between these
stages (Fig. 4b), although the data still did not cluster along the
Y = X line at the level seen during feeding. The inaccuracy of predictions remained for pupae in all models, where true pupal ages
were between 43.2% and 100% of immature development, but
95% of predictions for pupae using model 18 had fitted values
between 61.9% and 81.2%. Interestingly, predicted ages throughout
this range were made for pupae of any true age; that is, there was
no slope to the pupal data as there was for the other stages.
GAM Validation with Independent Data
The utility of model 10 (developmental stage and length) was
examined through analysis of the previously collected and independently produced rat carcass data set. Consistent with the above
finding, error in larval age estimations increased with age (pupae
were not considered here as length does not change during the
stage). A plot of true versus predicted age (Fig. 4c) shows that age
predictions generated for the rat data, when compared to known
ages, spanned the Y = X line and were generally consistent with
(inside) the 95% confidence interval provided by the diagnostic plot

for model 10. In the feeding stages (<26% of total development),
the predictions were c. €5% (or less) of the true age. However, in
postfeeding third instars, ages were initially overestimated, then
clustered close to the line, and eventually disbursed well below
Y = X, consistent with the expectation that postfeeding individuals
could not be precisely aged using length. The model also continued
to predict a narrower range of ages for postfeeding larvae (32.5–
40.1%) as compared to their true ages (22.9–50.2%).
Discussion
The requirements of Daubert necessitate standardized methodologies and knowledge of potential error, two criteria where several
forensic sciences, including entomology, may be found lacking.
Previously we examined how variation in published rearing protocols, which are not standardized among laboratories, affect growth
rates of juvenile blow flies (13). In the current research, the ability
to conduct statistical analysis of blow fly growth and aging, including confidence intervals, error rates, and model comparisons, was
tested. From a practical standpoint, the methodology allows for
direct estimates of error that should satisfy both scientific and Daubert considerations. For instance, if stage and length are used to
estimate that a larva is 15% developed, model 10 generates a 95%
confidence interval of c. 10–22% (Fig. 4c). Using a published minimum development time for L. sericata of 288 h at 26.7C (4), an
age estimate of 29–52 h is produced, with the requisite error
described. For postfeeding third instars, an estimate of 40% developed (115 h) corresponds to a 95% confidence interval of c. 22–
60%, or 63–173 h. Although the precision necessarily decreases in
the latter stages, the window of time placed around that prediction
is now mathematically defined. The methodology also has the flexibility to incorporate other data that may be collected.
Through the modeling used in this study, several key points
became apparent. First, developmental stage was the singlemost
predictive factor in the models assessed, explaining 89.5% of the
deviance in the data. Logically this makes sense, as stage is a direct
measurement of developmental progress. In contrast, the nonlinear
measurements—weight and length—although still significant,
proved far less effective in predicting development, while strain
and temperature (genetic and environmental factors) were by
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FIG. 4—A comparison of diagnostic plots for model 10 (a), model 18 (b),
and predictions made with model 10 using previously collected length and
stage data (c). Model 10 predicted minimum development percent using
length and stage, two criteria regularly used by entomologists for estimating
a PMI. Model 18 used all available data to make predictions, explaining
the most deviance in the data, and producing the lowest GCV. Panels (a)
and (b) are plots of true (response) versus predicted (fitted) values for data
used to construct the models. Fitted values accurately predicted true age
through linear (feeding) development (or the first 25%), after which the first
gap in predictions appeared. For model 10, this gap meant that larvae in
that age category (c. 19–30% developed) had an overestimated developmental percent, while postfeeding third instars that were c. 40–60% developed
were predicted to be younger than their true development percent. Model
18 did not produce the gap observed in model 10 between feeding and postfeeding third instar predictions, but still exhibited an increase in error during the stage. For pupae in both models, flies 43.2–100% developed
corresponded to fitted values that represented a much smaller range of
development (e.g., 61.9–81.2% for model 18), thus age was both over and
underestimated. Panel (c): A plot of predicted versus true development percents of 252 larvae raised on rats as estimated with a generalized additive
model for developmental stage and length (model 10). Development is displayed to 50% because length measurements ceased when pupation
occurred. The solid line represents the Y (predicted age) = X (true age)
line. Dashed lines represent 95% confidence intervals for the predictions
based on the data in (a). Model 10 accurately (data span Y = X) and precisely (ranging c. 5% above and below Y = X) predicted age for the feeding portion of the life cycle (<26% of development), when body size
increased in a linear fashion. As expected, precision decreased greatly once
the postfeeding third instar was reached, although overall error for the
model was within predicted levels.
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themselves not significant predictors. The ability of stage, length,
and weight to estimate age was greatest during the earliest phases
of development, but for different reasons. Egg, first instar, and second instar are by far the shortest developmental stages in flies
(Fig. 2), thus identification of any of these simply described development more accurately than did the much longer third instar and
pupation. Weight and length on the other hand are related to feeding, and changed in a relatively linear fashion during the early larval stages, including the first portion of the third instar (e.g.,
Fig. 1), but once feeding ceased their utility dropped dramatically
due to the reversal in body size and larger overall variance in
length and weight. Likewise, pupal size was of little utility as it is
static throughout the stage. As a result, model 18, which used all
available information, predicted a restricted pupal development of
61.9–81.2% (Fig. 4b, 95% confidence intervals) and showed no
specificity (that is, the youngest or oldest individuals were equally
likely to be placed anywhere within that range). This means a
pupal development prediction with the best GAM was essentially
the same as using stage alone. Given these effects on predictive
ability, it is not surprising that adding weight and ⁄ or length to stage
resulted in minimally improved models.
Second, error increased as development progressed for all models, indicated by the gaps in predictive ability and the widening
confidence intervals for successive developmental stages (Figs. 4a
and 4b), which were most pronounced in postfeeding third instars
and pupae. The increasing inaccuracy of age approximation as fly
development progresses has been noted in the literature (5,7), and
forensic entomologists account for it in PMI estimates by giving
large age ranges to postfeeding flies, although these rarely include
an objective estimate of error. The latter study (7) used linear models to estimate blow fly age based on length data, and yielded an
increase in error for older larvae. The similar findings indicate that
there is a limit to the precision in blow fly age predictions that can
be achieved when only developmental stage and body size are
evaluated. Owing to this, alternative developmental data independent of basic growth are likely required to increase the accuracy of
PMI predictions, and in the future, traits that change regularly during fly development, such as hormone titers or gene expression,
may be useful in generating a more specific PMI.
Third, the limited influence of fly strain and rearing temperature
on development is an important consideration as it indicates the
models have value regardless of where flies are collected or at
what temperature they develop. This is not to say that temperature
is unimportant when making PMI estimates—it is critical, and is
always considered when estimating PMI (usually as accumulated
degree days). However, temperature did not alter developmental
patterns to any large extent, although lower rearing temperatures
did result in slightly larger individuals overall for all strains, a finding we continue to investigate. Similarly, the strains of flies examined had different average sizes during development (Fig. 3). For
both criteria, the distributions of body size throughout development
overlapped, so these data modified age predictions minimally. Also,
there was little difference in size among strains during the feeding
stages of the life cycle, where size best predicts age, thus size variability resulting from strain adds no confounding information during those stages.
Fourth, any given forensic case may present the entomologist
with different data from which to estimate fly age. While developmental stage was the most useful datum for the development estimates in this study, other data, such as weight and length,
increased their accuracy. Using a model that incorporates all available data can help ensure that investigators make the best possible
prediction with the information they receive, while maintaining an
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understanding of the limitations inherent in that model. An estimate
of the relative reliability of a PMI prediction (based on the GCV
and percent deviance explained) provides an understanding of its
value in interpreting evidence. Overall, GAMs offer a useful means
of incorporating information from multiple linear and nonlinear
variables to predict blow fly age, variables that can be accommodated even if they change from one case to the next.
Finally and most importantly, a comparison of modeled development predictions to the independently derived rat data made it
possible to assess error rates and produce confidence intervals in
these estimates. Individuals <26% developed (feeding larvae)
generated the most accurate predictions; when 12 individuals of
the same age were sampled from a cohort, the predictions clustered around the known age in all instances (Fig. 4c). In contrast,
postfeeding stages had a much larger error rate. It is worth noting
that even when model 10 yielded its best estimates, there was
still c. 10% total variance in predicted ages of larvae (note again,
at a true age of 15%, the 95% confidence interval for rat data
predictions was between c. 10% and 22%, thus stage and size
were not ‘‘perfect’’ in estimating development even in the youngest individuals). The utility of the methodology presented here is
that it establishes a defined way to produce confidence intervals
around entomologically based PMI predictions, regardless of fly
age. Until new and independent variables that change in a predictable manner during development are incorporated into age
estimates, this error will necessarily exist, and increase with age;
however through these models that error can objectively be determined. Equipped with such knowledge, the forensic entomologist
can relay to the court the level of error found in a PMI prediction. Through this feat, one of the major requirements of Daubert
is more fully addressed.
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